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ABSTRACT   

We report on the latest development of our photonics-based brain-machine interface. This work done in collaboration 
between UNSW and Macquarie University – and supported by the US Office of Naval Research – directly addresses the 
long-term DARPA challenge of producing implantable chips with 1 million neural connections1. To the best of our 
knowledge, no technology has demonstrated the potential so far to scale up to such a massive number of channels. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
We reported elsewhere2 how liquid crystal-based transducers develop by our group3 could be used to read activation 
potential in biological tissues. This optical approach does not suffer from impendence matching issues plaguing their 
electronic counterparts when trying to scale up the density of electrodes (or optrodes in our case) to form interfaces with 
high-channel count. It is worth noting that this scaling issue is probably one of the most important parameters 
determining the scope of potential applications – e.g. control of a robotic arm or restoring speech abilities – as it limits 
the number of channels that can be recorded and transmitted in parallel. 

Naturally, high channel count implies that each optrode must be addressed independently. This can be achieved in 
various ways – for example using time domain or wavelength domain methods – and we would like to present of effort 
to-date towards channel addressing. 

 
Figure 1. 64-channel in vitro device tested in a free space setup with red light. Each pixel is a miniaturized optical 
transducer, working in the same way as the ones used in our in vitro experiments.  

2. PROTOTYPE 
We have also fabricated a 64-channel in vitro device featuring glass-inscribed waveguides that allow routing light from 
individual fibers to individual pixels (see Figure 1).  
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A liquid-crystal-containing cell was constructed using a waveguiding cube and patterned glass substrate. The glass 
substrate was patterned on both sides using standard photo-lithographic techniques and metal deposition. One side 
features the contacts for measuring biological signals whilst the other side has an array of mirrors in an 8 x 8 channel 
configuration (see Figure 1). Each contact on one side is electrically connected to a metal mirror on the other side. A 
liquid crystal cell is formed by sandwiching the mirror array side of the glass substrate with a fabricated waveguiding 
‘cube’. A gap between the cube and the glass substrate contains well-aligned ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC-576). The 
cube and substrate are aligned such that each waveguide in the cube impinges on a corresponding mirror on the other 
side of the LC layer. Small biological signals detected on one side of the device cause a perturbation in the electric field 
at the corresponding mirror, thus altering the optical properties of the LC. Polarized light delivered by the cube is 
reflected by the mirror and analysed allowing for optical transduction of the biological signal. 

The cube itself was constructed using eight slabs of borosilicate glass which each had eight waveguides written into them 
using a femto-second laser technique 4. The waveguides were written in the ‘cumulative heating’ regime with a <150fs 
Ti:Sapphire system (Coherent RegA 9000), operating at a pulse frequency of 300kHz.  An oil immersion 100x objective 
was uses to focus into the glass, with laser power and translation speeds tailored to produce waveguides with mode field 
diameters closely matching SMF-28 optical fibre. The slabs were aligned and glued together using optical adhesive and 
then end-polished to ensure an optically flat surface.  

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
So far, the device has been tested with a free space setup and has showed a performance comparable to our stand-alone 
(single channel) optical transducers. This confirms that results for a single transducer can be replicated with a larger 
number of channels in parallel and will be experimentally verified in the coming months. 

 

  
Figure 2. Device response. LHS: 1,000 Hz applied electrical signal (black) and optical response (red). RHS: Peek-to-peak 
device response as a function of frequency indicating a bandwidth of ~1.5 kHz. 

The device sensitivity is currently being determined. Preliminary results clearly show that 50 mV peak-to-peak signals 
can be easily read (see Figure 2) under unoptimised conditions (no filtering, no averaging) and early estimates would put 
the lower limit to around 100 µV RMS. 
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